
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 13:1-25: The Noble and the Vain 
 
Verses 1-6: Desire and Craving: A son/daughter who desires wisdom loves discipline 
[instruction] from the parents. A child that hates discipline grows up lazy. Lazy person has 
cravings and gathers only emptiness. Heart’s desire must be equipped with skills/diligence. 
What the heart ponders the mouth, tongue speaks. Desire can either be good that enriches life 
or evil that invites violence, treachery and death. A wise person has control over his/her 
speech. Words of the foolish are ruinous! Proverbs consider speech/words as important tools 
that build relationships and healthy social life. Loose lips spread disharmony. Treacherous 
speech destroys; encouraging speech nourishes life [example: effects of social media in the 
world today]. Lies, calumny are the words of the wicked and they cause harm, division in the 
community. Words of the just/wise are like life-giving fruits, they aid progress in society and 
establish order. 
 
Verses 7-14: Integrity and duplicity: Proverbs denounce pretentious behavior, on the other 
hand, integrity of character is praised. While proverbs treat riches as blessings of God, a 
warning is also given to the rich who have no fear of God and put on a display of their vanity, 
that they are coveted by thieves/adversaries; the poor apparently have less worries; they have 
nothing to lose and they depend on God’s providence for guidance in life! The righteous, their 
life is described as light. Light is a synonym for God. Light is also source of joy, flourishing life. 
The lamp in the family [its honor/uprightness] is put out if engaged in shameful behavior. 
Listening to the wise counsel of parents, teachers, sages is key instruction in Proverbs; their 
teachings stir the heart to discern and decide wisely matters of life. The arrogant in their pride 
malign wise counsel and wreck their own lives. Proverbs praise money earned through honest 
means; wealth must be gathered through diligent, gradual, intelligent work; riches amassed 
through deceptive, corrupt ways will dwindle. The word [wise instruction] is not meant for 
instant benefits or fame but for the entire life, for wise conduct that inspires joy. 
 
Verses 15-25: Good Sense: the wise possess commonsense; they seek excellence in all their 
pursuit; their ways bring honor. The ruthless malign and ruin everything they touch, business, 
politics [Judges 9:23]etc.. A good insight into affairs of life is attained through wisdom; 
however, the fool mires in folly. Righteous character is formed through social interactions; you 
follow the wise you become wise, you journey with the wicked and let their folly shape you,  
you harm yourself. If you pursue good, you receive the reward of the good [‘goodness and 
mercy follow me’, Psalm 23:6]. Proverbs observe that the poor, though they do not own much 
land, do hard work and produce food for the community; the corrupt big landowners rob the 
poor and the fruits of their labor. A good parent disciplines children in the ways of wisdom, lest 
they fail in life. Children need to associate with the wise until they are well-introduced in affairs 
of life. Cultivate in children a desire for knowledge that helps them ground life in God, in his 
commandments [Ephesians 6:4: ‘Fathers, do not provoke children to anger; bring them up in 
the discipline and instruction of the Lord’]. The belly of the wicked is empty, its cravings are 
never satisfied. The righteous are content, they walk with wisdom! 
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